DMX Raw Cable

60°C PVC JACKET (BLACK)
OUTDOOR RATED

TINNED COPPER BRAID

100% ALUMINUM MYLAR

TWO TWISTED PAIRS, 22 AWG TINNED COPPER

For DMX applications standard wiring:

D+ = Red
D- = Green
Common = Black
(Do not use white)

* Do not connect grounds to power chassis or frame ground.

** ORDERING INFORMATION **

Ordering Number: 55-DMX01-050-00  50ft (15.24 m)
55-DMX01-100-00  100ft (30.48 m)
55-DMX01-150-00  150ft (45.72 m)
55-DMX01-200-00  200ft (60.96 m)
55-DMX01-250-00  250ft (76.20 m)
55-DMX01-500-00  500ft (152.40 m)

Specification sheets are subject to change without notice. For the most recent version, please refer to www.ilight-tech.com.